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Cliffs of Moher (Click here to learn "MOHER" information)

Ireland is a beautiful country with
friendly people!

Ireland's beauty

Why wait to March 17th to experience Irish culture. It is said that Ireland has a
100 shades of green. Ireland’s stunning scenery and unspoiled areas are still its
main attractions, leading it to be voted among the world’s most beautiful
countries. Scenic places such as the Ring of Kerry, the Cliffs of Moher, Carrick-
A-Rede rope bridge and Galway’sConnemara region continue to fill visitors with
wonder, while unusual topographies like the Giant’s Causeway and County
Clare’s The Burren karst landscape have a magic all their own.

Friendly people

Sweeping generalisation or not, the people of Ireland have a reputation for being
welcoming and friendly, and according to Fáilte Ireland’s most recent Visitor’s
Attitudes Survey, 99% of respondents did indeed find the Irish people friendly and
hospitable during their stay – something that, no doubt, makes a big impact on the
overall experience.
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Irish music

"The luck of the Irish"

Are the Irish really luckier than everyone else? The meaning behind this "Irish
phrase" may surprise you.

"The luck of the Irish" is probably a saying you've heard time and time again,
most likely either around St. Patrick's Day or to do with a sports team such as the
Boston Celtics or Notre Dame. You probably thought the meaning has something
to do with the extreme good fortune of the people of Ireland but originally the "Irish
phrase" had a different connotation.

Everyone Should Know About Irish American History," the term is not Irish in
origin.

"During the gold and silver rush years in the second half of the 19th century, a
number of the most famous and successful miners were of Irish and Irish
American birth....Over time this association of the Irish with mining fortunes led to
the expression 'luck of the Irish.'

Music - I was so lucky to witness a music "session: in a pub. Here is a short
video of a music "session" in a pub which I was lucky to witness.

Superstitious Fairy Trees in Ireland

Irish tree fairies

The story of the Irish tree fairies Ireland has always been a place filled with
fascinating folklore and stories. One very interesting folklore surrounds those of
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the mystical Irish Fairy trees. All around Ireland, there are many Fairy trees that
are believed to be the home of the fairies or the “wee folk” as people like to call
them as its thought that they don’t like being referred as fairies.

Even today in Ireland the Irish Fairy trees still carry a lot of superstitious. Many
Irish people wish to not disturb the Fairy trees as it is said to bring bad luck to
those that do.

Gaints Causeway (Click here
for more information)

The Tale of the Gaints Causeway

The Giant's Causeway lies at the foot of the basalt cliffs along the sea coast on
the edge of the Antrim plateau in Northern Ireland. It is made up of some 40,000
massive black basalt columns sticking out of the sea. The dramatic sight has
inspired legends of giants striding over the sea to Scotland.

Go to 3S Art website

3S ART - Oil Painting of the Cliffs of Moher, Ireland
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